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Dear Author: 

We are writing to invite you to add your biographical data t 
current authors (all published by reputable commercial houses or 
presses) whose qualifications and achievements have already been 
our annual CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS series. 

Your detailed, carefully-done entry in CA.  will make it possil 
associates, editors, reviewers, librarians, researchers, and just 
and lovers of books to have information about you promptly, when 
can benefit from it most. 
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CA is NOT just another "biography book"--loaded with abbrevii. 
piled on the basis of arbitrary regulations. A fellow author has 
wonderful job," and one user echoes many when he says, "we're ter: 
for its existence." It is unlike anything you have ever been ask( 
information for before. 

The total number of bio-bibliographies in print is now over : 
CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS by far the largest, and we think the best, 
biographical information about today's authors. We believe, that 
tion, you will agree inclusion of your own record would also be ac  
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The enclosed personal information form has been carefully prc 
to assure that it will be easy for you to complete with a minimum 
at the same time, provide essential information we know is wanted. 
succinct resume which gives most of the requested information, sir. 
resume and fill in only those parts of the CA questionnaire not cc 
prepared material. (Please do not ask us to take your data from c 
sources, however.) If you have a bibliography of your books a1reE 
may be appended, also--but please be certain it includes titles, 
dates, and publishers'.  names (all three items) for each original T 
all your books. 
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We hope we can look forward to hearing from you shortly. 

Sincerely yours, 

1-1-14 /att., Madr-67. 9'7141- A441%Idt-4111-467---  
Clare D. Kinsman - Mary Ann lInnenhouse 
Co-editors 
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